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INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a much expanded account of a talk we gave at the 
Conference on Algebraic K-Theory held at the Battelle Institute, 
Seattle, in the late summer of 1972, and a preliminary version was to 
have appeared in the Proceedings of that Conference. Unfortunately 
we discovered an error at the last moment and decided to withdraw the 
article, now publishing a hopefully correct account together with results 
obtained subsequently. 
For a cotriple E from rings to rings and a functor F from rings to 
groups, there are at least two ways to set up a theory of derived functors 
of F with respect to E. The first, and by now rather current method, 
is to take the standard simplicial cotriple resolution of a ring R, apply the 
functor F and define the homotopy groups of the resulting augmented 
simplicial group as the derived functors of F evaluated at R. These 
homotopy groups can be calculated as the homology groups of the 
associated Moore complex. For F is the general linear group GL, this is 
the point of view adopted by Gersten in [4] and [5] and we briefly recall 
this theory in Section 7. 
In this paper we try out a different approach and take the canonical 
resolution of the cotriple due to Eilenberg and Moore [2], apply F to 
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this complex of rings and take homology of the resulting complex of 
groups. For E = E*, the free cotriple, this amounts to taking a canonical 
free resolution of R and indeed it is rather easy to show that some of 
the procedures of abelian homological algebra carry through, provided 
we impose restrictions on F, satisfied by the general linear group. We 
consider three different cotriples and for the functor F = GL call the 
resulting K-theories K* in order to distinguish them from the ones 
mentioned above, Sections l-6. 
We do not investigate further the intermediate theory II, but show that 
in the “polynomial” theory Km* = Km, Section 8. This fact that 
Gersten’s theory [5] yields the Karoubi-Villamayor theory of [II] was 
of course known [6], but out proof brings out that this only depends 
on the cotriple E II1 being a left exact functor. For the free cotriple Er, 
which is not left exact, we go on to show in Section 9 that Ki* # K,’ for 
n > 2, which can be viewed as “failure of excision.” 
Having established that they differ in general, we wish to compare the 
two theories more closely. After some more preliminaries on the Moore 
complex in Section 10, we introduce in Section 11 a double complex of 
groups. This gives rise in the next section to an exact sequence which 
describes the behavior of the K-functors on the rings SZ”R used to define 
K*-theory. Here we use spectral sequence techniques developed in the 
preceding paper [19], bearing out our contention that rather more of 
homological algebra can be carried out for arbitrary groups than is 
commonly realized. Specifically, the E, terms of the spectral sequence 
measure the deviation of K*-theory from K-theory. 
Section 13 discusses the connection between K,’ and Milnor’s KgM, 
which are now known to be equal. In Section 14 we review the notion of 
polynomial homotopy due to [l l] and abstract this to each of our 
cotriples. In this rarefied algebraic setting, we mimick procedures from 
homotopy theory and generalize in Section 15 ideas of [ll] and [lo], 
attaching to a functor from rings to groups a covering functor with 
respect to a given cotriple. In particular, we exhibit KzM as the funda- 
mental group of GL with respect to the free cotriple E*. 
We conclude this introduction by mentioning a number of reasons 
why the K1-theory of Swan and Gersten should be preferred to our 
tentative Kr*-theory. The latter was, we have been informed, considered 
by several people previously who did not reach any definite conclusion. 
First, K,I vanishes on free rings, which makes K1-theory a homotopy 
theory with respect to El, Section 14. Then free simplicial resolutions 
are chain homotopic [9], which allows one to use arbitrary free simplicial 
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resolutions in Ki-theory. Patently, this is not true of “ordinary” free 
resolutions in the category of rings, since Ki*-theory does not vanish 
on free rings, Section 9. Further, K21 equals Milnor’s Kz which is in 
many ways the “right” K, , again illustrated by our result K,M = T,IGL 
mentioned above. Finally and perhaps most importantly, Ki-theory 
coincides with Quillen’s theory of higher K-functors [7], and his is the 
theory which has yielded by far the most interesting results so far. 
1. FREE RESOLUTIONS FOR RINGS 
Let Rg be the category of rings (without necessarily an identity element) 
and S, the category of sets with base point. The forgetful functor 
V: Rg --t S, has a left adjoint which can be described as follows. Let 
S E S, , and take for each s E S, s # 0, a polynomial variable X, . Then 
LS is the ring of polynomials in the noncommuting variables X, with 
integral coefficients but without constant terms. In other words, LS is 
the augmentation ideal of the “free ring with unit” on S with respect to 
Z. Then E = LS is an endofunctor on Rg which associates to every ring 
R the free ring ER on R. Clearly, sending X,. to r for Y E R induces a 
surjection E(R): ER -+ R which yields a morphism of functors E: E + IRg . 
Define ~2 = Ker E. 
For a given ring R, we now naively build a free resolution in the 
following way. Map ER onto R by c(R); the kernel is SZR onto which 
we map the free ring EQR by c(SZR). Continuing like this, we obtain 
the free resolution 
Recall first how functors like GL, the general linear group, and EL, 
the elementary group, are extended to rings R without identity [15, 
Section 81. In particular EL(R) is generated by all conjugates of 
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elements I + reij , i # j natural numbers, Y E R, under the action of 
elements II E EL(Z). Th is action is given by considering R and Z as an 
ideal, respectively, subring of the unital ring Rf under the embeddings 
Y c+ (0, Y), respectively, m H (m, 0). Here ecj , as usual, is the denumer- 
ably infinite square matrix in which the only nonnull entry is 1 at the 
intersection of the ith row and the jth column. For future convenience, 
note that, by utilizing the well-known relations between elementary 
matrices, we need only choose the elements Y from a set of generators 
of the ring R. Conjugating with an invertible Z-matrix of determinant 
-1 does not take us out of the group just described, as is easily verified. 
It follows that we may equally well conjugate with GL(Z), cf. [17, p. 1221. 
For unital rings the Whitehead Lemma asserts that EL(R) is precisely 
the commutator subgroup of GL(R). F or rings without identity, EJ~(R) 
by the above description turns out to be the normal subgroup of EL(R+) 
generated by all elementary matrices with entries in R. In the notation of 
Bass this is called EL(R+, R) and the relative Whitehead identity 
[l, Section V.21 shows it to contain the commutator subgroup of 
GL(R+, R) = GL(R). The (abelian) factor group K,(R) is then Bass’ 
relative group K,(R+, R). 
This being said, apply the functor GL to the resolution &‘R. There 
results a complex of groups 
GL(c9R): *** 
d “+I da -+G,+l~G,-~~*-G,-----+Ga- d2 G +LGo+ 1 
in which the differentials d, are just GL(e(SZR-lR)), 7t > 1. This is an 
honest “complex” of non-abelian groups in the sense that Im d, is a 
normal subgroup of Ker d,-,; this follows from Gersten’s basic obser- 
vation that GL of a free ring is generated by elementary matrices [3] 
under conjugation by GL(Z), hence G, = EL(ESZn-lR) so Im d,-, = 
EL(P-lR) Q GL(Q+lR); but the latter group equals Ker d,-, because 
the general linear group is a left exact functor. We can therefore take 
homology and define 
K,,*(R) = H,&GL(c?R)) = K&P-‘R), nZ 1. 
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2. THE CANONICAL RESOLUTION OF AN ENDOFUNCTOR 
Suppose the function E: Rg -+ Rg comes equipped with a morphism 
E: E + IRS which is surjective on all rings. Put Q = Ker E. Then the 
complex &R is again exact and we can conceive of it as a resolution of R 
in terms of rings EA, A E Rg. The retracts of such EA’s will be the 
“projectives” or the “contractible rings” of our theory. In fact, & is the 
canonical resolution of Ik, with respect to E as introduced by Eilenberg 
and Moore [2, Section 41. (The connection with their work was pointed 
out to one of the authors by M. Tierney). 
Let F: Rg -+ Gr be a left exact functor to groups with the property 
that for all rings R we have Im F(e(R)) a F(R) with abelian factor 
group. Though, since we are doing algebraic K-theory, our main concern 
will be with the general linear group GL, we formulate the theory for 
such suitable functors F. Then F(bR) is a complex of groups and we 
can take homology. A ring homomorphism f: B -+ C is called an 
F-fibration when F(EQnf) is surjective for all n > 0. Thus a fibration 
yields a morphismF(Gf ): F(bB)-+F(bC) between group complexes which 
is surjective except perhaps at the zeroth level. Write 8, = Ker c?f and 
F(b), = KerF(8f ). W e must ascertain that (F&), is a complex of groups. 
The cycles of &R at level n are R”R; write S, for the chains and T, 
for the cycles of the kernel complex Q, . Because F is left exact the ladder 
I--+ F(S,+,) -+ F(EQ”B) -+ F(lXW) --f I 
dl dl 1 
1 - F( T,) 3 F(L’“B) + F&W) 
is exact. We must verify that the image of the left-hand column is a 
normal subgroup of F(T,). By functoriality F(ET,) maps into F(EPB) 
and its image in F(EQV) is 1. Therefore F(ET,) maps into the kernel 
F(S,+,) and the composition with d is just the homomorphism F(E( T,)): 
F(ET,) + F(T,). In the chain of subgroups 
WPn)) < W(Sn+,)) -=c F(T,J 
the smallest, by assumption, contains the commutator subgroup of 
Wn). Thus V’(&+d 4 F( Tn)- even with abelian factor group-and 
(FQ, is a complex of groups. 
From the short exact sequence of group complexes 
1 + (Fc?), -+ F(GB) --+ F(hT) ---f 1, 
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we obtain a long exact homology sequence 
.‘. - ffn((F~)r) -+ f4dw-w + az~F(~c)) + fL(w3,) 
* - * + H,(F(bC)) + H,((Fcq,) + H,(F(cm)) + H,(F(bC)). 
There does not appear to exist a standard reference in the literature 
for homology in the category of groups rather than abelian groups. The 
diagram lemma’s are treated abstractly in [20] and [21]. Alternatively, 
one may convince oneself that the usual elementwise proofs of the 
abelian case go through provided one takes good care that “complex” 
always means that Im d, u Ker d,-, . Thus we have attached to every 
F-fibration f a long exact sequence of homology groups connected by 
the relative terms H,((FcC?)~). Clearly H,(F(bR)) = Ho(F(&1;21E-1R) and 
Kd(F4j) = fJoW%4~ BY our assumption on F all these groups are 
abelian and in case f is split surjective the long sequence splits into short 
ones. 
3. SETTING UP K-THEORIES 
We shall now confine ourselves to the functor F = GL, but study 
concurrently three endofunctors E: Rg -+ Rg. 
I. E = LS if the free ring functor of Section 1. 
II. Let v’ be the forgetful functor from rings to the underlying 
abelian groups and L’ its left adjoint. Thus for an abelian group A, 
the ring L’A is the polynomial ring over Z in noncommuting variables 
X a , a E A, a # 0, subject to the relations x, + xb = x~+~ but without 
constant terms. Another description is as the positively graded part of 
T,(A), the tensor algebra of the Z-module A. Put E = L’V’; for any 
ring R, this ER is just the free ring on R modulo the ideal generated by 
all elements X, + X, - X,,, . Define r(R): ER + R by E(x,.) = Y. 
III. Let R[t] be the polynomial ring over R in one variable t and 
write ER for the principal ideal tR[t]. Define E(R) by l (ZY#) = ZY$ . 
We can also consider variants of these if we restrict attention to 
commutative rings. Then E is an endofunctor on commutative rings 
defined respectively by 
1~. ER is the polynomial ring over Z without constants in the 
variables X, , one for every non zero Y E R. 
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IIC. ER is the above modulo the ideal generated by all polynomials 
X, + X, - X,,, (i.e., the augmentation ideal of the symmetric algebra 
Sz(R))* 
IIIC. As III, but we only consider commutative rings R. 
4. IDENTIFYING THE FIBRATIONS 
Clearly, this is our first task. We need the following: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let E be an endofunctor 071 Rg such that E: E -+ I is 
surjective 01z all rings. If E preserves surjections, so does every monomial in 
E and 9. 
Proof. It manifestly suffices to prove that if f: B -+ C is a surjection 
of rings, so is Qf. Write A = Ker f and chase the diagram 
J2B M l Lx 
l i 
EA-EB Ef,, EC 
i 1 t f 
A >-----f B -f-+ C 
in which the bottom row and both columns are exact. 
From this we immediately get that in case I every surjection f is a 
GL-fibration. Indeed, all ElPf: El2nB --+ EQnC, n 3 0, are surjective 
and, since the targets are free rings, split. By Gersten’s result the general 
linear group GL on these free rings is just the elementary group EL and 
so the GL(E@f): EL(E@B) + EL(EPC) are all surjective. 
Wherever necessary we distinguish the theories by attaching super- 
scripts to the functors, thus E* is the free ring functor, etc. In order to 
apply the theory of Section 2 to GL, we must verify that Im GL(e(R)) u 
GL(R) with abelian factor group for every ring R. For case I we have seen 
in Section 1 that Im GL(e(R)) = EL(R). For every ring R, there are 
surjections 
E’R ++ E”R A+ E”‘R 
61(x(R)l AR) 
R 
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given by X, I+ X, and X, ++ rt, respectively, which make the above 
diagram commute. This implies that (signs <, 4, C are not meant to 
exclude =) 
Im GL(ei(R)) < Im GL(dI(R)) < Im GL(P(R)). 
Since the smallest of these groups EL(R) always contains the commutator 
subgroup of GL(R), all three of the subgroups are normal in G,%(R) 
with abelian factor groups. We can therefore take homology and define 
K,*(R) = Hn-l(GL(bR)) = K,*(@-lR) for every ring R and Kzt = 
JL-,((GJW,) = Kl*W’?f) f or every fibration f, n > 1. In all theories 
these groups are abelian. 
More generally, the maps Er --++ E” -++ Em imply maps Q --tf 52” -++ 
lniii hence induce homomorphisms Kk* -+ Kz* -+ KE’* which, whenever 
f: B -++ C is a fibration common to all three theories, yield maps 
KI* -+ K”* -+ K”I* between connected sequences of functors Rg + Ab 
which are surjective at the Kr-level. 
Similar considerations apply to the commutative theories, and if we 
restrict our attention to commutative rings, a common fibration evidently 
gives rise to a commuting diagram 
K’* - K”* - KIII* 
In case III, it is known that K,*(R) = GL(R)/UN(R) where UN(R) 
is the subgroup of G,%(R) g enerated by unipotent matrices I + N with 
N a nilpotent. This description holds for rings with identity; without, 
one extends the definition of the functor UN in the usual manner, see 
[ll, Section 31 or [S, Proposition 5.61. Here we have SZR = (t2 - t) R[t] 
and since K,*(R) = Kl*(W-lR), we recover the K+ of Karoubi- 
Villamayor [l 1, Section 51: Kz’* = K-“. 
Their definition of fibration was slightly modified by Gersten, but 
both versions are equivalent. He calls a surjection f: B + C a fibration 
when GL(Pf ): GL(PB) --+ GL(E”C) is surjective for rz > 1. It is 
known that such fibrations are preserved by the functor 52 [II, Proposi- 
tion 2.101. Hence all the GL(ELPf) are surjective for n > 0, hence f is 
also a fibration in our theory III. The converse is also true. A proof by 
induction may be ‘given which we omit. The maps r(R) are always 
fibrations [5, Theorem 3.51. Not all surjections are fibrations [II, 
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Theorem 2.61, the trouble often stemming from nilpotents in Kerf 
[18, Section 41. 
Though we have not yet investigated case II closely, we do know that 
there too, nilpotents in the kernel can prevent a surjection from being a 
fibration. The commutative theories can be examined in a similar way, 
but we leave these aside for the moment. 
5. EXCISION 
In each theory we have attached to a fibration f a long exact sequence 
of K,*‘s connected by the relative terms H,((GL&)I) which we call Kzr . 
Excision is said to hold for a K-theory provided K,“, = K,*(A) for all n 
where A = kerf. Since Kl ‘* = KIB, the Kl of Bass, the work of Swan 
[16] tells us that excision cannot be valid in theory I. 
In theory III the functors E and Q are exact so if we write &, = Ker 
&f: &B + &PC, we have &, = &A, the canonical resolution of A. 
Because the functor GL is left exact, 
GL(&A) = GL(gf) = Ker GL(Q): (GL(&B) --f GL(dC)) = (GM), , 
and passing to homology establishes that K,*(A) = Kzr . This proves 
excision in the Karoubi-Villamayor theory III, a fact implied in [II] 
and made explicit in [17, p. 1311. Our proof however brings out that 
excision solely depends on E iii being left exact. In combination with 
Swan’s negative excision result for KIB [16], our argument for instance 
shows that there exists no left exact functor E: Rg + Rg with E: E -+ IRS 
such that Im GL(<(R)) = EL(R) f or all rings R and such that all sur- 
jections are GL-fibrations. 
In case II excision remains undecided. 
6. CONNECTING WITH K,, 
In theory I, since we know that K,* = KIB, we can for each surjection 
continue our long exact sequence to the right with 
K,(B) K,lf K,(C) 6 K,, - Km = Km 
[5, Theorem 5.71. From its definition, it is not hard to prove that the 
connecting homomorphism 6 factors through K:“*(C) [5, Theorem 5.101 
and that in fact we have a commuting diagram 
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C(B) - Kl’O 
1 
8 
0 K:‘*(B) + K:‘*(c) 
f Kv -+ G@) -+ K3(C)* 
1 1 ,’ /’ 
K:“*(c) -+ K;“*(c) 
This induces K:‘*(C) + Kor and from the exactness of the I-sequence 
the exactness of the other two follows (this for III of course being known 
[ll, Theo&me 3.81, [5, Theorem 5.101). 
Now take for f the surjection e(R) and notice that by results of 
Gersten and Stallings not only K,r but also K,, vanishes on the free ring 
ER [l, Section XII. 111. Hence K,*(R) = K,,E(R) . The latter group is, 
in the more classical notation of [I], K,((ER)+, R+). However, for K, 
excision is known to hold, and so K,,((ER)+, R+) = K,,((QR)+, Z) which 
group is by definition K,(QR). Hence in theory I we have K,(R) = 
K,(IRR) and we may base the theory on K, and apply Q to obtain 
K,*(R) = Kl(sZn-lR) = Ko(QnR). 
In theory III we do not in general have K,*(R) = K,,(SZnR) [18]; the 
intermediate theory II as usual awaits further investigation. 
7. THE STANDARD SIMPLICIAL COTRIPLE RESOLUTION 
Each of our endofunctors E is a cotriple in the sense of [2], i.e., there 
exists morphisms p: E -+ E2 such that EE o p = 1, = EE o ,u and 
Ep 0 p = pE o CL. These morphisms are determined by CL(&) = yx,, 
&x,.) = rz, and p(t) = st in cases, I, II and III, respectively. There 1s a 
standard way to associate a simplicial resolution & with such a cotriple. 
The face operators E$: En -+ En-l are defined as EieEni-1 and the 
degeneracy operators pi : En -+ En+1 as EjpEn-i-l, i, j = O,..., n - 1, 
n > 1, which satisfy the standard simplicial relations: 
Ei o Ej = Ej-1 o Ed if. i <j 
Pi a Pi = P5+l” Pa’ if i<j 
Ei ’ /Jj = &-1 ’ Ei if i<j 
~j o ~5 = cj+l o 111 = Id. 
Ei O pj = /Lj O Ei-1 if i>j+l. 
Augment with I + 0 and apply GL to obtain an augmented simplicial 
group functor GL@). F or every ring R one may then define K,(R)‘s as 
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the simplicial homotopy groups of GL(&R). To a “fibration” of rings, 
i.e., f: B -+ C such that GL(E*f ): GL(E”B) -+ GL(E”C) is surjective for 
n > 1, is associated a long exact sequence of these homotopy groups 
connected by relative terms which is then interpreted as the long exact 
sequence of K-theory. We shall call these simplicially defined functors- 
which also go to abelian groups-& , in accordance with the standard 
terminology, distinguished when needs be by superscripts I, II or III. 
This is (after a slight modification) the procedure adopted by Gersten 
in [4] with regard to cotriple I; the fibrations are all the surjections. 
These K,l’s coincide with an earlier definition of higher K’s by Swan 
[15]. The proof is furnished in [17]. A third way to obtain that theory 
is described in [9]. 
With cotriple III, Gersten has defined higher K’s this way [5] and he 
has shown that one obtains the same theory when one uses the definition 
K,*(R) = K&‘n-lR) as was done by Karoubi and Villamayor [ll], in 
our terminology: K III* = K”I. This will also become apparent in the 
next section. 
The functors K all vanish on the projectives ER of the theory, in 
theory I and II even on free rings LS, S a set, respectively, L’A, A an 
abelian group. The proof goes by showing that for these rings the complex 
&R is simplicially contractible, cf. [4, Section 71. Again, the commutative 
theories function similarly. 
There exists a useful device for computing the homotopy groups of 
an (augmented) simplicial group ,G. To G one attaches its normalized 
subcomplex or Moore complex. This is a chain complex IM(_G) of 
(non-abelian) groups in the sense discussed in Section 2. The point is 
now that the homotopy of _G equals the homology of M(G). For the 
details, the reader is referred to [12, Section VII. 51. For the simplicial 
group of our interest, GL(&R), we write M,(R) for the nth chain group 
of the Moore complex M(GL(bR)). Th e construction then shows that 
M,(R) = nyil Ker GL(q(R)): (GL(E”R) + GL(En-IR)) and the dif- 
ferential d: M,(R) --+ Mnml (R) is given by GL(c,(R)), and K,(R) = 
fL,(M(GL(bR))), 71 3 1. 
8. COMPARING K WITH K* 
Write C, = 0::; Ker Q: (En -+ En-l), n >, 2, d = Ed / C, . In partic- 
ular C,R = ER. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. For every ring R, 
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is an acyclic resolution of R. One obtains the Moore complex M(GL(R)) 
by applying GL to it. 
Proof. The last statement is easy: since GL is a left exact functor, 
it commutes with kernels and intersections. In proving the first, we 
choose a fixed ring R but omit it from notation. The cycles in the chain 
ring C, are 2, = fly:’ Ker ci: (En + D-l); write rln: 2, --f En for the 
embedding. Then 
ml 9 EZ,, - E”+l- E” 
are nullsequences for i = l,..., n. Hence ET, factors through C,,, , 
which is the infimum of the pi ,..., Ed. The composite 
has its image in 2, and in fact it is just ~(2,) which for our E’s is surjec- 
tive for all rings. Thus Im d = 2, and the complex $?R is acyclic. From 
the fact that the homology H,-,(M(GL(&R))) = GL(Z,-,R)/d(M,(R)) 
and d(M,(R)) 1 EL@,-,R), we see that this homology K,(R) is an 
abelian group. 
THEOREM 8.2, There is a map between resoZutions ol: d --t V which 
induces maps K,* + K, , n > 1. 
Proof. Since the composites E&F-l --+ EEn-l % E-l are nullmaps 
for i = I,..., n - 1, there is a unique map an: E!lF1--+ C, . In both 
complexes the differential d is essentially given by us . From functoriality 
and the fact that C,-, -+ En-l is a monomorphism it follows that 
u,-lod=dool,, establishing the map cy: d + V. 
Since GL(V) is by Proposition 8.1 the Moore complex M(GL(&)), the 
map GLcx: GL(b) + GL(V) induces maps K,* + K, on homology. 
COROLLARY 8.3.: In case of a Jibratiojz common to all theories, there is 
a commuting diagram of morphism between connected sequences of fumtors 
Rg+Ab 
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Proof. Observe that the morphisms El --t EII +- E” of Section 4 are 
actually maps between cotriples, i.e., commute with the p’s. Hence they 
induce Kr -+ K” -+ Km; combine with Theorem 8.2 to finish the proof. 
Here K1 is, we repeat, Gersten’s version [4] of Swan’s theory, K”‘* 
is the theory of Karoubi and Villamayor [ 1 I] of which K1u is Gersten’s 
treatment in [5]. 
Remark. Patently, a split surjection f: B -+ C is a common fibration. 
It can also be shown that surjections onto regular noetherian rings are 
fibrations in all theories. 
As announced, we prove the known: 
THEOREM 8 4 . . K1I1 = KII1*. 
Proof. As with the proof of excision in Section 5 the distinctive 
feature of cotriple III is that both E and Q are (left) exact functors. 
This entails that Z,R = EQR n QER = Q2R. Proceeding by induction, 
we see that C,R = EQn-lR. Thus the defining complex GLI of K”I*- 
theory and the Moore complex M(G@) whose homology describes 
Km-theory, coincide. This proof is really no different from that of 
Eilenberg and Moore, who state the result for pre-additive categories, 
[2, Proposition 4.11. 
The commutative theories can of course be treated in the same way. 
9. THE MAP FROM KS* TO K, 
Let E be one of our cotriples. Since the two lowest terms of the 
complexes d and V are identifical, we not only have K,*(R) = K,(R) 
for every ring R, but also K& = KII for every surjection of rings f. 
Given a ring R, consider the mapping E(R): ER +- R which is a fibration 
in all theories. From Corollary 8.3 we have a commuting diagram of 
abelian groups with exact rows 
K,*(ER) - Kz*(R) - Ktc - Kl*(ER) 
1 1 1 1 
W-W - K,(R) - K,, - KdW- 
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Now K,(ER) = K,(ER) = Kr*(ER) = 0. This yields the following. 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Z’lrere is an exact se-e 
&*(ER) + KS*(R) + K*(R) --f 0. 
For the remainder of this section we shall discuss the cotriple E = EI 
and usually drop the superscripts. Going back to the defining complex, 
we see that in this case the homomorphism KS*(R) ---t K,(A) is just 
GL(QR)/EL(QR) - GL(QR)/&l&(R). 
Let f: B -+ C be a surjection of unital rings and write A = Ker f. 
We have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Kit = GL(A)/[GL(B), GL(A)] = K,(B, A). 
Here the last term is Bass’ relative group. The result is proved in 
[17, Theorem 3.11 and [9, Theorem 14.161; since we shall use this fact, we 
briefly review the latter proof. This depends on the relative Whitehead 
identity 
[GL(B), GL(A)] = [EL(B), EL@, A)] = EL(B, A) 
which holds for any ideal A in a unitary ring B. The last term is by 
definition the normal subgroup of EL(B) generated by all elementary 
matrices with off-diagonal entry in A, [I, Section V.21. 
Consider the exact ladder of rings 
O-D-EBE’-EC-0 
O-A-B 
where we have written D = Ker Ef = Ker (Ef )+: (EB)+ + (EC)+. Apply 
GL to the split ring homomorphism (Ef)+. There results a split short 
exact sequence of abelian groups [l, VIII, Lemma 2.61: 
- [GL@~:;EB)+, - 
GL(EC)+ 
[GL(EC)+, GL(EC)+] - ‘* 
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For the free EB we have 
GL(EB)+/[GL(EB)+, GL(EB)+] = GL(EB)+/EL(EB)+ = K,(EB)+ = K,(Z); 
similarly for EC. We find that GL(D) = EL((EB)+, D) using the 
Whitehead identity recalled above. The map f being surjective, so is 
C?f: A2B --t QC by Lemma 4.1. An easy chase around our ladder shows 
that the differential d maps the ring D onto A. Hence an elementary 
matrix with off-diagonal entry in A can be lifted to such a one in D, 
and the differential maps GL(D) onto EL(B, A), from which the propo- 
sition follows. In case B and C do not possess unit elements, we adjoin 
these and find KiI = K,(B+, A). 
COROLLARY 9.3. K,‘(R) = GL(QR)/EL((ER)+, SZR). 
This follows from the identifications K,‘(R) = KiE = K,I((ER)+, QR). 
THEOREM 9.4. For every ring R with more than two elements, the 
surjection K;*(R) -+ K,‘(R) is not an isomorphism. 
Proof. It suffices to exhibit an element in EL((ER)+, 52R) which does 
not live in EL(S2R) = EL((QR)+, QR) or in other words show that the 
excision surjection K,((QR)+, QR) --f K,((ER)+, SZR) is not injective. 
According to the addendum at the end of this section, there exist 
o E QR and p E ER such that wp - pw q! (QR)2. The product of matrices 
is clearly in EL((ER)+, QR). N ow consider the ring DR/(QR)z = C; this 
is commutative because all products are null (we are indebted to H. Bass 
for reminding us of this old trick.) The matrix M is in GL((QR)+, QR); 
under the residue class map (SZR)+ -+ C+ it goes to HE GL(C+, C). 
Following Swan [16, Theorem 1 .l] we claim that a # EL(C+, C), the 
point being that in the commutative ring C+ one can take det(E7) and ob- 
serve that this is 1 -&p + pd # 1. We conclude that M $ EL((lnR)+, OR). 
COROLLARY 9.5. K:*(R) # 0 f or all rings R and n 3 2, except that 
Ki*(F,) = 0. In particular, K, I* does not vanish on free rings. 
Proof. The formula K,*(R) = K,*(AT+~R) reduces it to the above, 
because the ring Qfim2R has more than two elements, save for the excep- 
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tional case. But ErF, = E”‘F, and Q’F, = SZ”‘F, so Ki*(Fs) = 
Krr(Q1uFs) and the latter is known to be 0, e.g., [18, Section 61. 
Remark. It would be nice to treat similarly the map K:*(R) -+ K:(R) 
in the commutative theory, but obstructions to excision for Kr in com- 
mutative rings are much harder to come by. The known examples so far 
[16, Section 31 depend on the results of Bass-Milnor-Serre for totally 
imaginary number fields. We have not managed to take advantage of 
this approach to prove inequality in the commutative theory. 
Addendum. We now demonstrate the seemingly innocent fact used 
in the proof of Theorem 9.4, i.e., for every ring R with more than two 
elements there are w E SZR, p E ER such that cup - po $ (SZR)2. 
Let R be a ring, M a left R-module, then we give a ring structure to 
the module R @ M by defining (r, m) (r’m’) = (rr’, rm’). This ring will be 
called R f M. 
Consider the ring epimorphism fi: R $ M -+ R given by fi(r, m) = r. 
Since ER is free with free generators X, we can define a ring homo- 
morphism 0: ER -+ R T M by putting 0(X,.) = (r, m,) with arbitrary 
elements mr E M, for each generator X, . 
This map clearly satisfies /I Q 8 = E, hence 0 maps SR into M and 
(SR)2 into M2 = (0). So, t o p rove the assertion we will build a ring 
R T M such that 0(op - pw) # 0 for a suitable choice of 8, w and p. 
Take M = R if R has a unit, otherwise take M = R+, and define 
q-x,) = h 1) f or every r # 0. Consider now two distinct nonzero 
elements a and b, so a - b # 0 and take w = X,-, + X, - X, , 
p = X, . Thus e(w) = (0, 1) and 8(wp - PW) = (0, --a) # 0. 
10. MORE ABOUT THE MOORE COMPLEX 
In the case of cotriple I we can determine the chain modules M,(R) = 
GL(C,R) in the Moore complex in terms of elementary matrices, which 
enables us to give a description of the K,‘(R)‘s. 
THEOREM 10.1. For any ring R, M,‘(R) = EL((EI”R)+, CnlR), for 
n 2 1. 
Proof. In proving the theorem we drop the superscript I. Define 
C,,,R as the ideal of EnR consisting of those elements which go to zero 
under l i , i = k, k + l,..., 7t - 1, for n > 2, C,,,R = ER. Thus 
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C,,,R = fly:; Ker l i , k = 0 ,..., n - 1. Then C,,,R = Z,R, C,.,R = 
C,R in the notation of Section 8, and if we put C,,,R = EnR then we 
may conceive of 
as a chain of ideals in the free ring with identity (ER)+. 
Now suppose 01 E Mm(R) = GL(C,R). Since GL is left exact, 
GL(C,R) C GL(EnR) = EL((EnR)+, C,,,R). Assume therefore we have 
obtained 01 E EL((E”R)+, C,,k+,R) and wish to prove that 
Write xv = yxy-l, then 01 = nL=, (I + p,e$‘)“h where p, E Cn,k+lR 
and uh E EL(EnR)+. 
By the choice of (Y we know Ed = 1. Consider 1 = #? = ~~-re~(o~-~) = 
Ilk, (I - P~-~I(P~) el~))un then 
t-1 
a: = cq3 = I-I (I + p,epp . u * fi (I - p,&,(p,) e$))uII 
h=l h=t-1 
where u = (I + (p, - P~-~E~(P~)) e$“t. For s > k + 1 we have 
%(pt - CL,w%(Pt)) = &t) - Wk-l&4 = -P?&s-14Pt) 
= -P744Pt> = 0 
because p, E C,,,,, R. On the other hand, 
%(Pt - P?+14Pt)) = %dPt) - ww&t) 
= 4Pt) - 4Pt) = 0. 
Therefore (Pt - PMQ(PI)) E Cn,& 
Hence we can write 
t-1 01 = fl (I + paej:y .
h=l h-t-l 
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with v E EL@?R)+. Continuing in this way, we can eventually write OL as 
a product of such elements uv, consequently OL E EL((E”R)+, C,,&). By 
induction on k we obtain OL E EL((ER)+, C,R), since we can get as far as 
C,,,R = C,R because we have p,, available. 
The following generalizes Corollary 9.3. Compare with [9, Theorem 
14.101. 
COROLLARY 10.2. For every ring R we have 
K,‘(R) = GL(Z~-lR)/EL((E’“-‘)+, Zf,-,R) 
for n >/ 2. 
Proof. According to the description in Section 8 it remains to prove 
that d(M,(R)) = EL((E+lR)+, Z,-,R). But the complex of rings $?R is 
exact, therefore d(C,R) = Z,-,R while of course E,, = d: EnR + En-lR 
is surjective, hence M,(R) = EL((EnR)+, C,R) maps onto 
EL((E”-lR)+, Z,-,R) under the differential of the Moore complex. 
For use in the next section we need the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 10.3. For any cotriple E and every ring R, the homo- 
morphism GL(c,(R)): M,(ER) ---t M,(R) is surjective for n > 1. 
Proof. Keep the notation C,,, introduced above and write M,,,(R) = 
GL(C,,,R). For simplicity we shall write l i , p$ without specifying the 
ring, even after applying GL. 
Consider the statements 
A(@, i): The homomorphism Q: M,,,+,(R) 4 M,-,,,(R) is split 
by I-Q-~ 
and 
B(p, i): The homomorphism &: MD,i(ER) + M,,,(R) is sur- 
jective. 
We shall prove that A(p, i) and B(p, i) hold for all p >, 2 and 
i = l,...,p - 1, respectively, all p >, 1 and i = l,..., p. Clearly, B(n, 1) 
is the statement of the proposition. 
The proof proceeds by induction on both statements at once; we first 
induce on the index p, then on i. 
Observe now that the statements A( p + 1, p) and B( p, p) are evident 
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and in fact identical: for p > 1 the map cr,: Ep+lR = M,+,,,+,(R) = 
Mp&J-W + IM,,,(R) = EpR is split by the degeneracy ,uPLp-r, hence 
surjective. Thus 42, 1) and B( 1, 1) are true and we are entitled to 
assume as an induction hypothesis that A(p, i) holds for 2 < p < n, 
i=l ,..., p - 1 and B(p, i) for 1 <p < n - 1, i = l,..., p. 
We know that A(z + 1, n) and B(n, R) are true and assume further 
that A(n + 1, i) has been verified for i = k + l,..., n, 2 < k < n - 1, 
and B(n, i) for i = K + l,..., n, 2 < k < n - 1. Bearing in mind that 
the functor GL is left exact, consider the ladder 
Because of A(n, k) the ladder is exact and split by ~~-r . Taking vertical 
kernels, we establish A(” + 1, K). By B(n, k + 1) and B(n - 1, k) the 
two right hand columns are surjective. Apply the Snake Lemma to 
conclude that the left hand column is then also surjective, establishing 
B(n, k). Continuing by induction, we can get as far as A(n + 1, 1) and 
B(n, 1) because ,FL~ is the last splitting at our disposal. 
11. THE DOUBLE COMPLEX AND THE SPECTRAL SEQUENCE 
As we have seen, K- and K*-theories are different for a general 
cotriple E, and we want to study this difference by using the spectral 
sequence developed in [19]. 
First of all, consider the canonical resolution of the ring R 
” , EQ”R Co , . . . %I + E.QR ---% 
b % 
ER----+R---+Q 
and build the Moore complex above each one of these rings. Then we 
have a double complex of rings {Ai,i} where Ai,j = Ci(EJPIR)(i > 0, 
i 2 l), Aifl = Ci(R)(i > 0) and A,,, = R, A,,, = EWIR (j > l), 
A,,j = (O)(z < 0, i < 0). We obtain, then, the following picture of the 
complex of rings 
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1 9 1 CO 1 CO 1 60 
C,(R) a C,(ER) a C,(EQR) d-- C,(E@R) L *  *  *  
1 4 1 EO 1 (0 1 CO C,(R) 2 C,(ER) 1 C,(EszR) 1 C,(E@R) a *** 
1 b 1 (0 1 CO 1 CO (1 5 61 61 ER A E2R A EWR - E2Q2R c-- ..- 
1 b 
R - % 1 b - 6 1 CO - CO 1 CO ER EQR EQ2R - 60 .-. . 
Since A,,j is a subring of Ei+jR, the maps indicated in the picture are 
induced by those in Ei+iR. 
Now apply the functor GL and call Gss3 = GL(Ai,J, so we have a 
positive double complex of groups with maps d = 4: Gi,j + Gi,j-l , 
6 = ~0: Gi,j + Gi-l,j m 
Since the rings in the zeroth row are all contractible except R, all but 
the zeroth column in {G,,j} are exact, see Section 7, and we can use the 
results obtained for this case, namely, that the homology of the double 
complex is naturally isomorphic to the homology of the zeroth column, 
i.e., to the K-groups of R [19, Section 21. 
Remark. Recall that M,(A) = GL(C,A). Since d: M,(EPIR) + 
Mi(EQj-2R) is l i and GL is left exact, we have Ker d = Mi+l(Qj-lR). 
A similar consideration is valid for the low indexed columns. 
If 6: M,(A) --+ M b--1(A) call Y,(A) = GL(Z,A) = Ker 8. 
Define a filtration in the following way: W, is the subcomplex obtained 
by replacing Gi,j by (1) for i > p. We can then build a spectral sequence 
as in the preceding paper [19], of which we freely use the notation and 
results. 
To compute Eipn+ we have to consider homogeneous strings of total 
degree 1z contained in IV,, i.e., sequences (a, ,..., 5, l,..., 1) with 
akP = 1, a!+,-, = i3a, , a, E Ga,n-r, which form the group Z?J*P. The 
equivalence relation is given by multiplication by the subgroup 
Z~-l+-P+l = Z.j’+-p n IF,-, , that is, sequences (c,, ,..., cPel, l,..., 1) 
with dcP-r = 1 and by p-action from Zf+lPnPP. 
Since every sequence of the form (as ,..., uPw2 , l,..., 1) is in .Z$+lVn-p+l 
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and it is then equivalent to 1, we may only consider the pair (up-i , a,) 
for an element of Z$‘I~-~ (with the previous conditions), (cp-i, 1) in 
Z$‘-lYn--p+l and the ,&action by (b,-, , bp , b,,,) (with db,,, = 1). 
Then two pairs (ape1 , a,) and (as-i , a,‘) in Zg~+p will be equivalent 
if there are (cp-i, 1) (dc,-, = 1) and (b,-, , bP , b,,,) (db,,, = 1, the 
hi’s of total degree n + 1) such that 
(u;-~ , a,‘) = (db~~lc,-la,-,6b, , Gb;$:,a,db,) or 
= (sb,lc,-la,-ldb,-l ) db,lu,sb,+l) 
according to p being odd or even. 
Since (db,-, , 1) E ZF-‘+++’ we can replace (b,-, , bP , b,,,) by the 
pair (b, , b,,,) and forget about bPPl . 
In our situation aP E Gpen.+ = M,(ESZ”-p-lR), but da, = 1 implies 
that ap E M,+,(Qn-P-lR). Also up-i E Mp-l(EQn-~R) and da,-, = &z, . 
For the same reason cp-i E &fp(i?-PR) and b,,, E M,+,(@-p-IR). 
Since d: G,,i + G,,, (i > 0) are surjective, see Proposition 10.3, 
E.$” = {*} (i > 0) [19, Proposition 161. 
Remark. For the cotriple E In it can easily be seen that the nonzero 
rows are exact, so the homology of the double complex also coincides 
with the homology of the zeroth row. For the same reason all @‘I* = {*> 
for p > 0. This furnishes yet another, admittedly roundabout proof that 
p1 = p11* 
12. THE EXACT SEQUENCE 
KP(SZn-P+lR) + KP+l(i2n-9R) + E;-l*n-D+l -+ KB&F-9+1R) + K&2”-DR). 
(a) The map 
3: Kp+l(L’n-pR) --+ E;-l*n-D+l for n>p>l. 
Let Z E KP+l(Q+PR), hence we can choose a cycle a,-, E Y,(LP-PR), 
(i.e., a cycle in the Moore complex over SZ+-pR) representing Z. 
Hence ape1 E Mp(Qn-PR) C AZ,-,(ES2”-PR) = Gp--l,n--p+l and da,-, = 
&.z,-, = 1. So the pair (1, a,-,) E Z$-l*n--p+l and it gives an element 
a,@) of E;-l+p+? 
LEMMA 12.1. # is well deJined. 
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Proof. If a;-, is another representative of a, then as-i = 8b;‘u,-, 
for some bpEMp+@+PR), so db, = 1 and b = (1, 1, bp)&?$‘+P+l hence, if 
p is even, p(b) * (1, a,-i) = (1, ua-i). For p odd, use the fact that the 
boundaries, Im S, form a normal subgroup of the cycles YP , hence we 
may think 6b, multiplies on the right and so on. 
Therefore both images are equivalent, giving the same element of 
E~-l+--p+l, so IJ is well defined. 
Remark. The image Im # will be the set of those equivalence classes 
of ,Q-l*n-p+l which contain elements of the form (l,..., 1, up-r , l,..., 1) 
with da,-, = Sup-, = 1. 
LEMMA 12.2. If (cpmz , c& E Z~-l~n-p+l, then (cpe2 , cpVI) - (1, up-i) 
for some apeI if and only if there are 
b,-, E M,,(E.CFflR), fDe2 E M&2”-‘“R) 
such that cpm2 = fp--$8bp--l (respectively cpe2 = Sb&f,-,) if p is even 
(respectively odd). 
Proof. Suppose (cpPz , cp.J N (1, up-& then there are 
(g,-, , 1) E 2;-2*+*+2 
(so gp-2 E Mp-,(IRIL-~+lR)) and (bp+ , bphI , bp) E Z~*n-p+l such that 
(c,-, , c8-l) = (d6~!zg,-2 Sb,-, , S6&+, db,-,) or 
= (66&g,-2 db,-, ) d6&u,-1 S6,) 
according to the parity of p. 
Since dbpm2 E Mp-,(Q+~+lR), call fpe2 = db;Apg,-, (or fpw2 = 
g,-,db,-,) and the conditions of the lemma are satisfied. 
Conversely, assume the existence of fpM2 and bpmI verifying the 
conditions stated in the lemma, then f = (fpd2 , 1) E Z$‘-2+--p+2 and 
b = (1, bpeI , 1) E Z$‘+-p+l (call b = (1, b;T, , 1) if p is odd). Call 
uPW1 = db,-,c,-, is p is odd, up-i = cp-Idb& if p is even. Then 
(1, up-l1 -B(b) - (f(l, up-&) = (fp-2Sbp-I , a,-,db,-4 = (c,-~ , cp-4 if 
p is even and similarly if p is odd. 
As explained before, if a,,-i E YJsZn-PR), then (1, a,-,) E a-1+-p+1. 
Call I: Yp(@-PR) + Z$’ -l+-p+l this map, which is obviously a group 
homomorphism. 
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LEMMA 12.3. If(c,-, , cP-J E Z~-l+-p+l, then (cp-s, c,-,) - (1, aPei) 
for some a,-, if and only z. there exists fnpz E M,-,(A’~~~+~R) such that 
S(c,-2fp-2) = 1 provided p < n + 2. 
Proof. In fact, if (cPP2, cP-i ) - (1, apVl) there is, according to the 
previous lemma, an fpd2 E M,-,(Q-P+~R) such that cpe2fpp2 = 6b,-, 
(change fpp2 to f;J2 since M,-,(.Qn-P+lR) is a normal subgroup of 
M,-,(EQ”-pflR). Hence 6(cP-, fpe2) = 1. 
Conversely, if S(cp-,fp-2) = 1, since the column n - p + 2 is exact, 
there is b,-, E MP-i(EL2 R - p+lR) such that cpp2fpp2 = 8bppl and we can 
apply the previous lemma. 
LEMMA 12.4. The saturation of the image of Im (4: Y,(Q-PR) + 
Z[-l~n-p+l) under th e e q uivalence relation defining Eg-l>“-“+l is a normal 
subgroup. 
Proof. The saturation will mean the set of all elements equivalent to 
elements in Im [. Call this set Q. 
Suppose Cc,-, , cp-d is in this saturation, (czPPz, a,-,) arbitrary in 
ZZj-l~n-p+l, hence app2 E IM,-,(ERn-P+lR), Now consider 
h = (u9--2c9--2u;A-2 , a,-,c,-,a;!,). 
According to the previous lemma, there is an element 
f,-2 E M,-,(L?“-‘+lR) 
such that S(c,-,f,-J = 1. But, since M,-,(L?-P+~R) is a normal 
subgroup of Mp-,(EQn-P+lR), there is a g,-, such that a&g,-, = 
fp-za;~z , so 
%-2cD-2a;Lgp-2) = 8(a9-2cB-2fp-za5J 
= S(u,-,) S(ce-zfp-J s(a;:,) = 1. 
Hence h is also in the saturation of the image of t. 
(b) The map 
8: E;-l-+l + KD&?“-“+l~), p > 1. 
Given (a,-, , a,-J E Z$‘-l~n-p+l consider kpp3 = aa,-, with 
k,-, E Mp--3(EQR-D+1R). 
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Since dk,-, = dSa,-, = Sda,-, = SSa,-, = 1, we know 
k,-, E MP&?‘-=+lR). 
From Sk,-, = SSa,-, = 1 it follows that kPP3 E Y,-,(@-P+~R) and 
so it gives an element of Kp-l(,Rn-~frR). Hence we obtain a map 
qJ-L--p+1 * K,-,(Qlt-P+lR), 
To prove this map induces a map Ei$-l*n-P+l -+ K,-,(SZ+P+~R) we 
have to show that equivalent elements are mapped into the same element 
of the K-group. We divide the proof in two parts: 
(i) Consider (aP-z , a,-,) and (ap--2cp--2, a,-J for 
c~,_~ E M,,(Qn-“+lR). 
Call kav3 = S(a,-,c,-,) = Sa,&,-, . Since cP-s E Mp-l(LP-~+rR), 
&+,-a is a boundary in the Moore complex of O%-P+lR. We obtain that 
Sap-, and Sap-&,-, define the same element of K,-,(fF-p+lR). 
(ii) Consider now (apm2 , aPel) and 
(db;?2a,-2 Sb,-, , 6b&,-1 db+1) 
or (Sb;~,ap-,dbP-, , db&a,-,Sb,) according to the parity of p. 
In both cases, the factor db,-, can be eliminated by the proof of part 
(i), so we have only to consider Sa,-, and S(a,-,Sb,-,) = Sa,-,SSb,-, = 
Sap-, , and similarly for the other case. 
Hence the map 0: E,P-l+-p+l --t Kp-l(Qn-P+lR) is well defined. 
Remark. As we have seen, the map 8: Ez-l+-P+l -P K,-,(LPP+lR) 
is induced by a map 8: Z$-l~n-p+l + Kp-,(SZn-P+lR), which is a group 
homomorphism since fl(aP-s, aper) = Sap-, . Moreover Ker g 3 Q 
p which is a normal subgroup of Zs- l+p+l; therefore, 0 induces a group 
homomorphism Z$‘-1~7L-p+1/Q -+ Kp-l(@-P+lR). 
(c) The map 
4: KP&2”-“+1R) + K&F’R) for n>p>2. 
Consider 8 E Kp-l(Qn2-p+1R) and a,-, E Yp-z(SZn-~+lR) representing 
a. Then a,-, E Mp-,(ESZn-P+lR) with daPm3 = Sa,-, = 1. Since 
MP.+(EIRn-P+lR) is in the column n + p - 2 which, by the restriction 
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n - p + 2 > 0, is exact, there is a bpmz E Mp-,(ESZn-pflR) such that 
Sb,-, = apps . 
Take hpws = db,-, E Mp-,(ES2n-PR), hence ah,-, = 1, so 
h,-, E MD-l(Q”-pR). 
Since Sh,-, = Sdb,-, = dSb,-, = dupe3 = 1 we have hpes E Yp~l(~n-PR), 
hence defining an element of Kp(@-PR). 
If we take another element bLe2 with Sbb-, = app3 then S(bi-,b&) = 
1, so b~-zbp~z = St,-, and if hip2 = dbkpz , then hi--2h& = dSt,-, = 
Sdt,-, , with dt,-, E M,(Q+PR). Thus Sdt,-, is a boundary in 
Y,-,(Q+PR), so both elements give the same image in K,(SZ’+pR). 
If we choose a different representative, say a& of @, then aLp3 = 
up-&-, for some ci-, E IMP-,(Q It - p+lR), hence dc& = 1. By choosing 
bkv2 = b,-&, we obtain hi-z = dbb-, = dbp--2dck-2 = dbpes = hpds. 
Thus the map is well defined by taking +(a) = h, i.e., the element of 
Kp(Qn-PR) represented by hpmz . 
If we consider 4 C and &? in Kp-,(OR-p+lR) and if app3, cpm3 are 
representatives of a and c respectively, we can take ape3cpw3 as a repre- 
sentative of E. If we have chosen bppz and fph2 such that Sb,-, = app3 
and Sfp-2 = c~-~, then 6(b,~,f,~,) = ap-3cp-3, sod(~) = d(b,-,f,-,) = 
dbp--2dfp--2 = +(a) d(c). H ence C$ is a group homomorphism between 
abelian groups. 
(d) Up to now, we have shown the existence of maps 
-% K&F’R) 
and we want to prove this is an exact sequence of group-dominated 
sets. 
LEMMA 12.5. Ker 4 = Im 0. 
Proof. (i) Im 0 C Ker 6. 
Consider (up-a, a,-,) E Z~-1*?2-p+1, hence da,-, = 1 and da,-, = 
Sap-, . We have defined ~(a,-, , up-i) as the image of 6ap-, in 
K,-,(SZ+pflR). Now to compute 40 we have to choose an element b,-, 
such that Sb,-, = Sap-, , so we can take b,-, = apT2, hence hpmz = 
da,-, = Sap-, . 
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But, since da P--l = 1, we have a,-, E M&P-PR), so &,-a is a boundary, 
giving zero in K&P-PR). 
(ii) Im 8 3 Ker 4. 
If 8 E Ker 4, consider a representative +a E YP-,(&P-r-‘+lR), so, by 
choosing bPez such that 6b,-, = a,-, and calling /+,-a = db,-, , there is 
cP-i E Mp(Q+PR) such that 8cP-i = hP-a, because 4(n) = 0. Then the 
pair (&-a , c& satisfies dcP-r = 1, dbpm2 = SC,-, so 
(b,-, ) CPbl) E z;-l*n-~+l 
and uPma = 6b,-, shows that g = fi(b,-, , cP-r) hence a E Im 0 = Im 0. 
LEMMA 12.6. Suppose ii, ii’ E I$,+,(@-PR). If there exists 
EE K,(sZ”-P+‘R) such that ii’ = C+(C)& then #(a’) = #(a). 
Proof. Let upel E Yp(@-pR) represent Z, cp-a E Ypml(SZ”‘-p+IR) 
represent c?, hence if Sb,-, = cp-a and hpml = dbTwk then h,-,a,-, 
represents 8. So z,%(Z) is the image of (1, up-J in Ei- fit P+l and #(a’) is 
the image of (1, h,-,a,-,). Since (1, b& , 1) E Z~~‘+p+l, then 
(1, b,tl, 1). (1, a,-J = @b,-, , &,-,a,-,) = (Sb,, , b9-lup-& 
On the other hand, since dab,-, = dcp-a = 1, then 
(Sb,, , 1) E z;-2*n--p+2, 
so (1, a,-r) - (1, h,-,a,-,). This proof has been carried out for the case 
p is odd. A similar one works for p even. Hence #(z) = #(a’). 
LEMMA 12.7. Suppose 3, ii’ E KD+,(L2n-PR) and #(a) = $(Z’). Then 
there is a c E KD(i21t-P+1R) such that ii’ = c$(E)z. 
Proof. Suppose a,-, , ub-r E Yp(Q+PR) represent a and 8’ respec- 
tively, then #((a) and #( -‘) a are represented by (1, up-J and (1, u;-r). 
Suppose (1, up-d - (1, ui-r) in Z2- p ‘+--?)+I. This means there exist 
(b,-, , b,) E Z$+p+l, 
u;-~ , 6b& = cp-2 . 
cP-a such that dbp = dcpe2 = 1, db;!lu,-,6b, = 
Since dcp--$ = &p-8 = 1, cpoa represents an element E of Kp(sZn-p+lR). 
On the other hand, bp E MJ@-PR) because db, = 1, and +(c) is the 
image of db& in Kp+l(@*R). Since 6bp is a boundary, it follows from 
the previous formulae that 8 = ~$(+i. 
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LEMMA 12.8. Im # = Ker 19. 
Proof. (i) Im $ C Ker 0. 
Let a E K,+,(P-PR), and choose apeI E Y,(L?-PR) representing 4 
then #(a) is represented by the pair (1, a,-,) E Z[-l~n-p+l and 19$(a) is 
represented by A+ = 61 = 1, hence #(a) is in Ker 8. 
(ii) Im # r) Ker 0. 
Let a E Eg--l,n-P+l, and assume (ap-2, a,-,) is a representative in 
Z~-l~n-p+l. Then 0(a) is represented by &-a = 6a,-, , 
k,-, E Y&-F’+lR). 
Suppose z E Ker 6, then there exists fpp2 E Mp-,(On-~+lR) such that 
8fpp2 = Kg-s, hence 6(a,-,k,-,) = 1 and, in virtue of Lemma 12.3, 
(aPP2 ,a,-J is equivalent to an element of the form (1, a+r), i.e., 
ZEIm$. 
THEOREM 12.9. The sequence 
K&?-p+lR) -% K,+#F’R) -% E;-lsn-p+l -% K&F’+lR) 
Q, K&F’R) 
is exact fop. n > p > 2. 
Remark. 4: Kp(Qnn--P+lR) 4 K,,, (O”-PR) is a group homomorphism. 
From Lemma 12.7 it follows that Ker # = (0) implies # is injective. Since 
the sequence is exact, Ker 6’ is the image of Q in Eg-‘ln--P+‘, hence, if 
Ker 8 = {*}, Eg-l$n-“+l z Z~-l*n-p+l/Q and 0 becomes a group 
homomorphism, which is also injective, cf. [19, Section 31. 
Remark. For p = 1 the maps 4 and 0 are not defined, and $ is an 
isomorphism. For p = 2 the second 4 and 0 are not defined, but the 
sequence K2(SF1R) 5 K,(.CF2R) -% E$+-l is still exact. 
13. K,I = K,M 
Of course, the oldest of the K2’s is Milnor’s. For a given unital ring R 
this is defined as the kernel in the extension of groups 
(4 1 --f KzM(R) --t ST(R) -+ EL(R) -+ 1, 
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which is in fact a universal central extension of the group EL(R); further- 
more, Ka”(R) is the center of ST(R) so certainly abelian. For a ring 
with 1, the Steinberg group ST(R) has generators +(r), i # j natural 
numbers, r E R, which satisfy the relations 
(4 %W %,(4 = %k + 4 
04 h,(y), ddl = 1 for i # 1, 
= xil(ys) for i # Z, j = K. 
These imply [Q.(Y), +((s)] = Q(-M) for j # K, where [u, V] stands for 
the commutator UWU-~W-~. 
The surjection ST(R) -+ EL(R) is given by Q(Y) I-+ I + reu (this is a 
homomorphism because the Steinberg relations are just abstracted from 
those which hold for every ring in the elementary group) and the 
definitions are extended in the usual manner to rings without identity 
[15, Lemma 8.41. Explicitly, Swan has shown that for any ring R the 
group ST(R) may be described as the group generated by elements X&Y), 
Y E R, under conjugation by ST(Z) as a group of operators. We tacitly 
regard Z and R as a subring, respectively, an ideal, of Rf. Besides the 
relations (a) and (b) one has, for m E Z, Y E R 
(4 %jW %g(Y) %c-4 = %(Y)> 
(d) xii(m) X&Y) Q(-m) = X&Y) when i # Z, j # K 
= xil(mr) &Y) when i # Z, j = K. 
These imply I. xki(y) xtj(-m) = xki(-mr) Q(Y) when j # K. For 
all rings, (A) is a central extension of groups (the group of operators 
ST(Z) goes to EL(Z)). 
Consider for any of our cotriples E the cokernel E(R) of the composite 
map GL(EQR) GLEQ+ GL(BR) --t GL(ER). Thus E(R) is the grou@ 
GL(ER) module its normal subgroup generated by the image of 
GL(EsZR). We now choose E = El and for the balance of this section 
usually drop the superscript. In this case 
i%(R) = EL(ER)/EL((ER)+, ix?) 
and the map given by X, H Y induces a surjection z(R) + EL(R). 
Since GL is left exact, its kernel is K,‘(R) in virtue of Corollary 9.3. 
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THEOREM 13.1. For every ring R, there exists a unique morphism O(R): 
1 - IQ@) - ST(R) -----+ EL(R) - 1 
@W 
1 1 1 
1 d K,‘(R) - z(R) ----+ EL(R) ----f 1 
between central extensions of EL(R). Th is map is surjective and functorial 
in R. 
Proof. We map ST(R) to Gx(R) by sending xii(r) to I + X,e, and 
the operator group ST(Z) to EL(Z) by sending xii(m) to I + meii . We 
must verify that the Steinberg relations (a) and (b) are satisfied and that 
conjugation in ST(R) by ST(Z) is taken to conjugation in z(R) by 
EL(Z), (c) and (d), cf. [17, Theorem 3.11. 
(I+ X+>(I + XA~)(I + &+seij)-l = I + (-7 + X, - X+J eii E EL&R) 
since X, + X, - X,+ E QR. 
(b) The commutator [I + X,eii , I + Xse,,] = 1 when i # I, 
j # K, while for i # 1 we find [I + X,eii ,1+ XseJ. (I + X,,eil)-l = 
I + (X,X, - X,,) ei, E EL(SZR) since X,X, - X,, E SZR. 
(C) [I + meii , I + X,f?ij] = 1. 
(d) [I + meii , I + Xre,,] = 1 whenever i # Z, j f k while for 
i # 1 we find 
[I + meij , I + X,ej,] (I + Xnzreil)-l = I + (mX, - X,,) E EL(QR) 
since mX, - X,, E QR. 
The map we obtain is clearly surjective since E(R) is generated by 
the images of the I + X,.eii under conjugation by EL(Z). 
It follows that the bottom extension of the elementary group is also 
central. To prove uniqueness of the map 0, there is a standard argument. 
Remark that the existence of a second satisfactory map 0’: 5’T(R) -+ 
E(R) gives rise to a map x: ST(R) + E(R) defined by sending 
u E ST(R) to x(u) = O’(U) O-l(u). This image is in Ker (z(R) + EL(R)) 
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- 
which is the central subgroup K,(R) of GL(R). It follows that x is a 
homomorphism ST(R) -P K,(R), because 
x(uw) = s,(#) e,(o) @-l(s) S-1(24) 
and W(V) O-l(o) E K,(R), so X(W) = x(u) X(V). Now every element of 
ST(R) is a product of commutators, while K,(R) is abelian. The 
homomorphism x is consequently trivial and 0 = 0’. Functoriality of 
0 is obvious. 
Following a lecture by D. Quillen, we were able to prove in our talk at 
the Seattle conference that 0 is an isomorphism on commutative rings. 
The next day, R. G. Swan had a proof which works for all rings, and the 
day after S. M. Gersten claimed an even stronger result which implies 
this fact as a special case. All three proofs depend heavily on the work 
of Quillen as well as, in linear progression, certain facts about free rings. 
Gersten’s result will appear in [7, Theorem 3.131, so we refrain from 
detailing our partial contribution. Suffice it to state the following 
theorem: 
THEOREM 13.2. The map 0 is an isomorphism of functors; Gxl E ST 
and K,’ g KS*. For every unital ring R, the group CL’(R) is a universal 
central extension of the elementary group EL(R), whose center is K,‘(R). 
Since K,I is Swan’s K, , this affirmatively solves a problem of several 
years’ standing [15, Corollary 8.61, [4, Section 01. It is a tribute to the 
power of Quillen’s methods that no direct proof has so far been devised. 
14. HOMOTOPY WITH RESPECT TO A COTRIPLE 
If one wishes to ape the topological theory and define homotopy 
between ring homomorphisms, one is at a loss to define the product of 
the unit interval [0, l] with a ring. However, there exists a plausible 
candidate for “algebraic” mappings from [0, l] to a ring R, viz. the 
polynomial ring R[t]. A polynomial q assigns to each r E R an element 
q(r) E R and in particular to the endpoints 0 and 1 the values q(0) and 
q(1) respectively. In case R has no identity element, q(1) is of course just 
shorthand for the sum of the coefficients of q. Such a polynomial can be 
regarded as a path on R. One therefore has projections p, and p,: 
R[t] =f R which to each path q on R associate its beginning and endpoints 
do) and q(l). 
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This is exactly dual to the ideas developed in [13] for schemes and it 
is what led Karoubi and Villamayor to call two ring homomorphisms f, 
g: B =f C simply homotopic whenever there is a homotopy on C con- 
necting f and g, i.e., there is an s: B -+ C[t] with p,,s = f, p,s = g, thus: 
This relation is reflexive and symmetric; by making it transitive one 
defines a homotopy relation - between maps which is preserved by 
composition [I 1, Definition 2.11 and [6, Lemma 1.11. 
A functor F: Rg ---f Gr is called a homotopy functar if f - g implies 
Ff = Fg. Of course, it is enough to demand this when f and g are simply 
homotopic. It is easy to see that F is a homotopy functor if and only if 
for every ring R the maps Fp,(R): F(R[t]) =S F(R) are isomorphisms, 
z-=0,1. 
We argue that most of this theory can be adequately formulated 
solely in terms of the cotriple E iii. Indeed, a ring homomorphism f is 
simply homotopically trivial if it is simply homotopic to the null map, 
i.e., if there exists a map s: B + EC such that 
EC 
s 
A 
s(C) 
B 7-c 
commutes. Here EC = EW = tC[t] = Ker p, and E = p, 1 E. In 
words there exists a homotopy which connects f with the null map. A 
ring R is contractible if 1, is simply homotopically trivial, i.e., is split by 
c(R). Paths with basepoint on R are in this language the elements of ER, 
loops those of SZR = t(1 - t) R[t] = Ker e(R). A homotopy functor 
clearly vanishes on contractible rings; because of the splitting CL: E + E2 
the path rings ER are all contractible, and vanishing on all ER is sufficient 
to make a functor F a homotopy functor provided for every ring R 
F(ElZ) -+ F(R[t]) = F(R) 
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is exact. This mild condition is certainly satisfied by GL, K,, , K,B and 
others [18, Section I]. 
We offer this review of the ideas behind the Km*-theory of Karoubi 
and Villamayor as a justification for proceeding by analogy and agreeing 
on the following terminology. Whenever E: E -P I is a morphism between 
endofunctors on Rg, we spak of ER as the paths (with base point) on R 
and we call Ker c(R) = SR the loops on R. In the balance of the paper 
we propose to show that this purely formal convention, in the cases of 
cotriples I and II no less than III, provides a heurstic tool of some 
penetration. 
Let F be a functor from Rg to Gr. We call FE the paths (starting in 
the origin) on F, then Im FE; FE + F (set theoretic image) is the connec- 
ted component F” and the cosets form ?r,J. This is a homogeneous space, 
but in the case F = GL, Im Fe(R) is normal in F(R) so then rr,,F is a 
functor to groups. The functor F is connected when rr,,F = 1. Loops on 
F is the name for the functor FSZ; in the case of the K*-theories, we have 
K,* = rr,GL while K n* = Kl*rRn-l = (r,,GL) P-l = T&GL by defi- 
nition, where the higher homotopy groups rn* are introduced just as 
the Hurewicz groups in topology. They should not be confused with the 
simplicial homotopy groups 7rrr of Section 7. 
Another remark is that the K-theories are trivially homotopy theories: 
K, vanishes on ER hence on contractible (= projective) rings for n > 1, 
see Section 7. (In Case I we even have K,(ER) = 0, see Section 6). 
Thus the K-theories are homotopy theories with respect to the defining 
cotriple, e.g., Swan’s theory K1 satisfies the homotopy axiom with 
respect to E1 rather than E”’ as considered a priori desirable in his 
lecture to the Seattle conference. 
15. COVERING FUNCTORS WITH RESPECT TO A COTRIPLE 
Covering groups have made their appearance in the theory of K, 
starting with C. Moore’s work. Karoubi and Villamayor take another 
point of view in their description of K-2 = Kf’* [ll, Appendix 61. 
Independently and more fully covering groups in this theory were 
investigated by M. I. Krusemeyer [lo, Section 31 but in part unpublished. 
We here take up these questions in a more functorial setting and attach 
coverings with regard to an arbitrary cotriple E, using our new dictionary. 
Let E: Rg -+ Rg be a cotriple and F: Rg -+ Gr a functor. We do not 
have the notion of a continuous map, but we can still imitate covering 
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spaces in topology. Call a functorial morphism 4: H --+ F a covering of 
F provided (a), (b) and (c) hold: 
(a) H is connected, i.e., HE is always surjective or rOH = 1, 
(b) H covers the connected component of F, i.e., Im 4 = F”. 
The split morphism EE: E2 + E shows that FEE: FE2 + FE is surjective, 
i.e., FE is a connected functor, hence (b) implies that +E: HE -+ FE is 
surjective. 
(c) We want the fiber N = Ker 4 to be discrete, i.e., there are no 
paths on N, i.e., NE = 1. Because of the above this is equivalent to 
t$E: HE -+ FE being an isomorphism (unique lifting of paths). 
Given F, we write Y1 = Ker (FE: FE + F) and M2 = Ker (FEE: 
FE2 -+ FE). In the commuting diagram 
1---+M,---+FE2~FE-1 
l-----+Y,--+FE-F 
FE 
the rows are exact; we have written d for the induced map between 
kernels. We claim that Im d is normal in FE. Indeed, let R be any ring 
and take m E M,(R) and y E F(ER). The element F,u( y) mF,u( y-l) lives 
in M,(R) and maps to z = yd(m) y-l under d; since z E Im d we have 
proved our contention. 
Now write @ for the cokernel of the composite map n/r, 5 Yl -+ FE. 
Then P is again a functor from Rg to Gr. The map FE: FE -+ F factors 
through P. This induces a morphism A: P -+ F which evidently satisfies 
conditions (a) and (b). 
LEMMA 15.1. Let+: H --f F satisfy conditions (a) and (b). If 4 satisfies 
(c), then 4: I? -+ fl is an isomorphism. The converse holds if A: P + F is 
a covering of F. 
Proof. If 4 is a covering, 4E and q5E2 are isomorphisms. From the 
functoriality of the defining diagram it follows that 4: A -+ P is an 
isomorphism. 
On the other hand, the commuting square of surjections 
WOE 
HE -+ HE 
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becomes a square of isomorphisms once A(F)E and $E are isomorphisms, 
showing that 4: H ---t F satisfies (c). 
DEFINITION. Given a cotriple E, a covering #: G -+ F of F is called 
universal if for every covering +: II-F there exists a morphism CC 
G+Hsuchthat$ocz =#. 
Using functoriality, it is easy to see that the morphism 01 is then a 
covering of H and is uniquely determined. Two universal coverings of 
F (if they exist) are isomorphic in the obvious way. 
LEMMA 15.2. If A: P + F is a covering, it is a universal cove-ring of F. 
Proof. Since 4: A -+ P is an isomorphism by the previous lemma, 
a = A(H) o 4-l: P -+ H fills the requirements. 
THEOREM 15.3. For every fun&or F: Rg + Gr, the morphism 
A: P --t F is a universal covering with respect to the given cotriple. It is 
at the same time a universal covering of the connected component F”. 
Proof. It suffices to prove that AE: PE -+ FE is injective (on all 
rings). With the notations introduced above the defining diagram for 8’E 
FEfE 
1 -----+M,E-FE37FEZ- 1 
dE1 FeEzi Fz )cE 
1~ YlE-----+FE2FFE-1 
FEE 
commutes and has split exact rows. We have already seen that 
Im dE a Y,E; call the cokernel TE. The splitting implies that the 
sequence of vertical kernels splits, and the Snake Lemma then shows 
that TE = 1. It follows that the induced map AE: flE + FE is an 
isomorphism and the composite AE o Fp is the identity on FE. Further- 
more, $’ -+ F” is clearly a covering. But then fi --t fl” is an isomorphism 
by Lemma 15.1 and by the same token 8 E p, which finishes the proof. 
In analogy to the universal covering of a topological group, one 
may define r,F = Ker A, and it is easily checked that coverings of 
F correspond to subfunctors of this fundamental group. Moreover, 
since A: P--t is an isomorphism by Lemma 15.1, we know that 
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its fiber rr,p = 1, i.e., the universal covering functor P is simply 
connected. 
The ri$’ just defined coincides with the simplicial fundamental 
group of F using the standard cotriple resolution. Indeed, by comparing 
the defining diagram for F with the Moore complex M(F&) described 
in Sections 7 and 8, we see that rrlF = H,(M(F&?)) and this first homol- 
ogy group is the simplicial fundamental group of F, cf. [4, Section 11, 
[9, Definition 9.41. 
Recall that in Theorem 8.4 we proved Km = Km* using besides left 
exactness of Em: Rg -+ Rg only that GL is left exact. In case III we 
therefore have for every left exact F: Rg -+ Gr that M(F&?) = F8, the 
functor F applied to the canonical resolution of Section 2. As in Section 
13, write P for the cokernel of the composite map FEQ ---f FE!2 -+ FQ. 
Since El2 = C, , for left exact F we know by the discussion of p that 
Im FES;! a FE and that P = p. Moreover 
?rlF = H,(M(F4”)) = H,(F&) = (q,F)Q = rl*F. 
The next proposition recaptures a result of Krusemeyer. It was an 
attempt to interpret certain manipulations with polynomials in unpub- 
lished notes of his, which gave us the idea for this section. 
PROPOSITION 15.4. 
the morphism p1I1 
For E = E”’ and F: Rg -+ Gr a left exact functor, 
-+ F induced by FE is a universal covering of F. Its jiber 
is r:“F = (#‘F)D = r:“*F. 
Proof. The above and Theorem 15.3. It can be proved that (ri”*F)(R) 
is a central subgroup of flnr(R) f or all rings R, [lo, Proposition 3.61. 
PROPOSITION 15.5. Let E = E’. Then c1 + GL is a universal 
covering and K,I = r,‘GL is its$ber. 
Proof. From Corollary 9.3 it follows that I!% = &? and then use 
Theorem 15.3. 
In these cases, the analogy with the coverings of a topological group 
becomes even more striking. The universal covering P is “paths with 
base point on F modulo homotopically trivial loops” and rlF is “homotopy 
classes of loops on F.” 
Combining this with Theorem 13.2 we prove the following 
result. 
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THEOREM 15.6. The morphism ST + GL is a universal covering of the 
general linear group with respect to the free cotriple El. Its fiber is 
n,‘GL = KsM. 
Sometimes a group is called connected when it equals its commutator 
subgroup and a universal central extension of such a group is referred 
to as a universal covering [8]. For rings with identity, ST(R) + EL(R) 
is now universal in both senses. It would be interesting to know how 
general a phenomenon this is in the context of algebraic groups. Universal 
central extensions of Chevalley groups are discussed in [14]. 
Note odded in proof. (1) The remark on commutative excision at the end of Section 9 
is not quite true. There is a counter example, also due to Swan, which does not depend 
on number theory. It is mentioned in M. R. Stein, Relativizing functors on rings and 
algebraic K-theory, 1. Algebra 19 (1971), 140-152. (2) Results concerning the query 
which ends the paper have been obtained for GL, by the junior author, to appear. 
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